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VOLPATO RENEWS ATLANTIC MACHINERY AS EXCLUSIVE U.S. DISTRIBUTOR & 
IMPORTER 
 

Volpato srl of Italy and Atlantic Machinery Corporation in New Milford, CT announce a renewed distribution 

agreement for the sale of Volpato’s innovative line of oscillating edge sanders, throughfeed sanders, and shape 

& sand machines in the U.S.  This agreement follows a cooperation in the marketing and sales in this country, 

going back to the mid 1980’s, with thousands of units sold and still in service today.  Some of the Volpato 

machines featured in Atlantic Machinery’s IWF Atlanta booth #6713 are: 

 

LBK 150 EDGE SANDER  

 

 Heavy duty double-

sided oscillating edge 

sander with special 

veneering package 

and spindle sanding 

attachment. 

RCG 1200 EDGE SANDER 

 

Double sided calibrating 

sanding machine with 

mechanical oscillation of 

the belts.  Great for 

sanding drawers. 

 

LS SERIES OF PROFILE & EDGE SANDINGS (shape & sand throughfeed) 

For a big production, up to 3000 linear meters sanded per hour, Volpato is able to provide lines that can shape, 
sand, polish, silk, brush, and polish any type of profile in one passage, ensuring the highest level of finishing and 
maintaining a high level of efficiency.  This new series of sanders can be outfitted with various groups of sanding 
belts and abrasive wheels according to the customer’s needs, as well as multiple tiltable shaper spindle groups 
which are ideal for raised panel door production.  These compact machines are extremely versatile and they are 
ideal for the small shop as well as high production facilities.  All belt sanding groups have a timed entry, 
adjustable mechanical oscillation, pneumatic belt tension and air blower. 
 
Stop by Atlantic Machinery’s IWF booth #6713 to view demonstrations and talk with a Volpato representative 
about these and other Volpato offerings.  To learn more about Volpato’s products, prices, and spare parts, call 
Atlantic Machinery Corporation at 860-354-7200 or go to www.atlanticmach.com. 
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